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Manchester united vs cska moscow 2015

Jon Super/Associated PressManchester United beat CSKA Moscow 1-0 at Old Trafford in the Champions League on Tuesday as Wayne Rooney drew level with Denis Law with 237 goals for the club.    The Red Devils were poor up front for much of the contest, and the hosts looked to be heading for their fourth goalless showing in a row—for the first time in
their entire history. But Rooney nodded home the winner well into the second half. United were much better side as the Russian side offered nothing going forward, but until Rooney's winner, the Red Devils once again showed the profligacy that had seen them record three consecutive goalless draws leading up to the match. Rooney flashed a shot wide after
just three minutes from Jesse Lingard's excellent delivery, and the 22-year-old had a half chance of his own soon after when he cut in but saw his shot blocked. PAUL ELLIS/Getty ImagesLingard had an even better opportunity two minutes later when Rooney snuck a lovely ball forward towards him, but Igor Akinfeev reacted well to get out of his line and stifle
danger. The midfielder continued to be on the end of all United created but again could not provide the goal after being picked out well by Ashley Young. Football writer Liam Canning wasn't impressed with his display: Liam Canning @LiamPaulCanningLingard's been terrible tonight, wouldn't mind seeing Memphis come on at half-time for him. Liam Canning
@LiamPaulCanningLingard is now 22 and has just entered the XI, and yet, hasn't seen the brightest spark. Wasted far too many opportunities. Squawka Football shared one-sided but frustrating first half stats from the match: Squawka Football @SquawkaMan Utd 0-0 CSKA Moscow HT: Shot: 8-0 Chances created 7-0 Crosses: 14-2 Attack, attack, attack.
the second half followed a similar pattern with United controlling the entire ball, but the hosts continued to be frustrated as CSKA sat back behind it. Football writer Miguel Delaney emphasized the Red Devils' inability to penetrate teams that sit deep:Miguel Delaney @MiguelDelaney... they can't get anything in behind, there's never any sense of any building.
United boss Louis van Gaal took to his increasingly common plan B to throw Marouane Fellaini on, and Anthony Martial's departure to give way was met with a chorus of boos from the Old Trafford faithful. Rooney was unable to finish from three yards out when he got the ball stuck under his feet, while Michael Carrick sent a volley narrowly wide. Jon
Super/Associated PressShockingly, CSKA almost took the lead on one of their only forays forwards in the entire match, but a combination of David De Gea and Chris Smalling just kept Seydou Doumbia out. Just a minute after almost conceded, United finally found the back of the net when Rooney converted a free header from Lingard exquisitely volleyed
per BT Sport Football:Football on BT Sport @btsportfootballWatch @ManUtd first goal in 404 minutes @WayneRooney gives Old Trafford a boost! #UCL win spared Van Gaal's blushes and takes United to the top of Group B by one point ahead of PSV Eindhoven and Wolfsburg, both of whom are set to play for the second time. United's struggles in the final
third continued almost unabated, and on this shows it's hard to see that changing significantly any time soon. If the Red Devils can't find the answer, they still face the prospect of missing out on the knockout stages of the Champions League despite being handed a winnable group. Post-Match ReactionVan Gaal was pleased with the result and expressed
relief his side did not concede what would have been an undeserved goal for Moscow, per BBC Red Wednesday: BBC RM United @BBCRMunited #mufc manager Louis van Gaal: It's incredible because we've created at least 12 chances and had to wait a long time. BBC RM United @BBCRMunited#mufc boss Louis van Gaal: Before that they could have
scored and then it is a different match. I'm happy. We played well. The Guardian's Daniel Taylor shared the Dutchman's comments about the audible taunts from sections of the audience and the 64-year-old remained unmoved: 'I'm not deaf. Of course I heard. That's the opinion of the fans but afterwards they shouldn't be disappointed. The match ends,
CSKA Moscow 1, Manchester United 1.Second Half ends, CSKA Moscow 1, Manchester United 1.Pontus Wernbloom (CSKA Moscow) appears the yellow card. Ander Herrera (Manchester United) wins a free kick in the attacking half. Foul by Pontus Wernbloom (CSKA Moscow). Marouane Fellaini (Manchester United) receives a yellow card for a bad foul.
Foul by Marouane Fellaini (Manchester United). Zoran Tosic (CSKA Moscow) wins a free kick in the defensive half. Substitution, CSKA Moscow. Aleksandrs Cauna replaces Alan Dzagoev.Substitution, CSKA Moscow. Kirill Panchenko replaces Roman Eremenko.Anthony Martial (Manchester United) wins a free kick in the attacking half. Foul by Georgy
Schennikov (CSKA Moscow). Ander Herrera (Manchester United) receives a yellow card for a bad foul. Foul by Ander Herrera (Manchester United). Ahmed Musa (CSKA Moscow) wins a free kick in the defensive half. Change, Manchester United. Memphis Depay replaces Jesse Lingard.Corner, Manchester United. Conceded by Sergei
Ignashevitch.Marouane Fellaini (Manchester United) wins a free kick in the attacking half. Foul by Pontus Wernbloom (CSKA Moscow). Try missed. Alexei Berezutski (CSKA Moscow) header from a difficult angle to the right is close, but misses on the right. Assisted by Alan Dzagoev with a cross after a corner. The match ends, Manchester United 1, CSKA
Moscow 0.Second Half ends, Manchester United 1, CSKA Moscow 0.Attempt missed. Memphis Depay (Manchester United) right-footed shot from The box is high and wide on the left from a direct free kick. Memphis Depay (Manchester United) wins a free kick in the attacking half. Foul by Sergei Ignashevitch (CSKA Moscow). Try saving. Alexei Berezutski
(CSKA Moscow) header from the middle of the box saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Sergei Ignashevitch with a cross. Corner, CSKA Moscow. Conceded by Marcos Rojo.Foul by Marouane Fellaini (Manchester United). Pontus Wernbloom (CSKA Moscow) wins a free kick at the attacking half. Ashley Young (Manchester United) wins a free kick in
the defensive half. Foul by Aleksandr Golovin (CSKA Moscow). Change, Manchester United. Ander Herrera replaces Bastian Schweinsteiger.Attempt missed. Pontus Wernbloom (CSKA Moscow) right-footed shot from outside the box misses on the left. Assisted by Ahmed Musa.Substitution, CSKA Moscow. Kirill Panchenko replaces Alan Dzagoev.Offside,
Manchester United. Marcos Rojo tries one through ball, but Wayne Rooney is caught offside. Offside, Manchester United. David de Gea tries a through ball, but Marouane Fellaini is caught offside. Foul by Marouane Fellaini (Manchester United). Alan Dzagoev (CSKA Moscow) wins a free kick in the defensive half. Corner, Manchester United. Admitted by
Igor Akinfeev.Attempt is saved. Jesse Lingard (Manchester United) right-footed shot from the right side of the box saved in the top middle of the goal. Assisted by Wayne Rooney. Dan Ripley Host commentator 21:44 Manchester United was made to sweat at times...... But they finish the night in an excellent position in Group B. After seeing off CSKA, United
now top the group and need only defeat PSV at Old Trafford to progress. You can catch the reaction after the game on the website but it's all here from me. Bowl. Click here for matches, tables and results with our excellent MatchZone 21:35 FULL TIME: Manchester United 1-0 CSKA Moscow 90+1min: We are in three extra minutes at Old Trafford.
Manchester United's Chris Smalling (second left) blocks a shot by CSKA Moscow's Seydou Doumbia 21:31 Manchester United substitution 89min: Old Trafford is already emptying as CSKA offers very little threat of an equaliser. The hosts make one last substitution and send in Ander Herrera for Bastian Schweinsteiger. 88min: It hasn't been as straight
forward as Manchester United would have liked, but another positive for the Red Devils is they are set for a fourth straight clean sheet. In addition, PSV leads against Wolfsbrug which means that United are heading to the top of the group. They will sing in the rain at Old Trafford. Wayne Rooney celebrates opening the scoring for Manchester United at 21:27
From OptaJoe and InfostradaLive 404 - Man United have completed a run of 404 minutes in all competitions without a goal. Relief.— OptaJoe (@OptaJoe) November 3, 2015 Wayne Rooney ends his scoring drought of 955 minutes in the Champions League. He last against Bayer Leverkusen in September 2013. #MUFC— Infostrada Sports
(@InfostradaLive) November 3, 2015 21:26 CSKA Moscow substitution 85min: It's a final throw of the dice for CSKA as Kirill Panchenko comes on to replace Alan Dzagoev. 82min: Just moments after going ever so close to going a goal behind, Manchester United should be 2-0 up as Akinfeev cleverly parries off a powerful Lingard volley. Wayne Rooney
broke the deadlock with 11 minutes left after scoring for Manchester United with a header of 21:20 GOALS! MANCHESTER UNITED 1-0 CSKA Moscow 79min: Wow, the noise from inside Old Trafford! Manchester United have finally scored and what a strike it is too as Lingard plays a brilliant cross across goal for Wayne Rooney, who arches a high header
past Akinfeev 78min: Oh my God, CSKA has blown a fantastic opportunity to take the lead! Doumbia played one-on-one with David de Gea, before the keeper saves his shot and Smalling cuts over to block the rebound wide. Fantastic defending. 21:17 CSKA Moscow substitution 75min: Just wide! A ball falls out of the air for Carrick on the edge of his box
but his sizzling volley over goal is inches wide of the post. CSKA make a second change, send on Aleksandr Golovin for Zoran Tosic. 21:16 Manchester United change 74min: A second change for Manchester United - this one not booed - when Juan Mata departs in favour of Memhis Depay. Ashley Young avoided a yellow card after appearing to
purposefully kick a CSKA Moscow defender 73min: Shocking from Young, who unfortunately has been in the past with this. Schennikov already on a booking does not make the most of challenges inside the box, but he does not commit a foul, leading to Young kicking the defender's leg to try and get a penalty out of the referee. He is very lucky not to be
booked for diving. 71min: Surely a goal?! No!! How did it not go in? A low ball is played over goal for Rooney who from five yards out somehow fails to point home with the goal at his mercy. The Old Trafford crowd can't believe it. 21:10 69min: This game is going nowhere ... absolutely nowhere. It has even gotten to the point where CSKA no shots on goal
Moscow looks more dangerous team. United fans lose patience as they lead the loud chants of Attack! Again. I feel like walking with myself. 21:08 Manchester United substitution 66min: Not a popular replacement. There are boos around Old Trafford as Martial is hooked as he makes room for Marouane Fellaini. 63min: It's a shot from CSKA... type of.
Doumbia spots De Gea off his line but his long-range shot from 40 yards is well off target, along with the fact that the Spanish keeper had it covered regardless. Manchester United's Wayne Rooney tackled by CSKA's Georgy Shchennikov 21:03 60min: Manchester United have not attacked CSKA defenders as much in this period, which is surprising because
they make visitors look very much Lingard tries to cut a way through but he is stopped by a desperate Pontus Wernbloom challenge resulting in a booking for the latter. 58min: Slutski has turned to Plan B, and it seems Louis van Gaal is too. Marouane Fellaini is getting ready to come in for Manchester United as Doumbia wastes a good opportunity to get
CSKA Moscow's first shot on goal after taking too much time on the edge of the box. 20:57 CSKA Moscow substitution 55min: Leonid Slutski has seen enough from his side and is making his first change. The not quite match fit Doumbia is finally on, replacing Bibras Natcho. 53min: United are really doing the right things. They put CKSA under heavy
pressure after winning their fourth corner of the half. Just like in the first half, the Russian side must weather an early storm here. Anthony Martial from Manchester United has a header on goal that was straight at the CSKA Moscow keeper 50min: Still Manchester United find joy on the left when yet another cross floats into the box. This time it is Martial who
connects with a header but even if he nods into the ground it is straight at Akinfeev who collects well. CSKA has sent Seydou Doumbia to warm up. Ahmed Musa has been so isolated by the United defence that the Russian side continue to show NOTHING going forward. 48min: One of those chances must go in for Manchester United soon! A corner finds
Rojo at the far post, doing well to get in front of his mark, only to deflect the ball wide of goal. It was a bad effort in truth, but it should have been a goal and he knows it. 20:46 SECOND HALF: No changes as Manchester United start the second period CSKA failed to test Manchester United goalkeeper David De Gea in the first half 20:43 PLAYER WATCH:
Wayne Rooney (Manchester United) Wayne Rooney started very well, but as cska firm Manchester United striker struggled to retain his early influence in the latter stages of the first half. The Russian side has been incredibly negative - and it hasn't helped him find space - but Louis van Gaal needs to find a way to get him involved more after the break. Here's
his first half-heat map. Click here for more maps and stats with our excellent Match Zone 20:34 Good news, United fans. There are now eight straight halves without commhaving ... but there are also seven consecutive halves without scoring. It will be formed here. Although Manchester United are showing a little more bite attack, it is again a goalless half as
Manchester United and CSKA Moscow are locked up at 0-0. I'm beginning to wonder if I'll ever see a goal at Old Trafford ever again... 20:31 HALF-TIME: Manchester United 0-0 CSKA Moscow Manchester United's Marcos Rojo swaps shirts at half-time with CSKA Moscow's Mario Ferdandes 45min: The 'Attack!' chants are back from the United as their side
win a corner on the stroke of half-time... 43min: Det har inte varit något fel fel Lingard in the positional sense in this half. He has often been in the right place at the right time, but deary me his work on the ball needs to be improved. The midfielder collects the ball in a promising position on the left but his high ball towards the far post is nowhere near a
teammate when it bounces out for a goal kick. 40min: An expectant and loud cheer goes up from the home crowd's Rooney races in on goal, but that soon evaporates when the linesman's flag goes up for offside. It was Martial who tried a ball beforehand and showed good strength to keep off his mark before feeding the captain. 37min: Meanwhile, Young
continues to be a standout for United in this first half. He also plays David Beckham-esque balls now, pinging a superb cross to the far post where Rojo thunders a volley wide of the near post. CSKA Moscow's Alexei Berezutski wore a ripped shirt after a tussle with Manchester United's Anthony Martial 35min: Maths was never my strong suit but I do that six
hours of football now since a match with Manchester United had a goal. It was Anthony Martial against CSKA Moscow, but any hopes that he will break the deadlock look unlikely at this stage - he has been fairly anonymous in this first half. 32min: It's an even better chance! Mata and Young combine everything so well on the right, before the latter's low ball
over the six-yard box finds Lingard at the far post. The midfielder's first touch, however, is terrible and it forces him to sit back when he shoots, resulting in him blasting over the crossbar. Manchester United's Wayne Rooney charges CSKA keeper Igor Akinfeev 29min: Good chance for Manchester United, but it's one that Chris Smalling turns down. Nothing
wrong with Rooney's free kick into the box - it's spot on - but an unmarked Smalling seems to duck under the ball rather than attack it with a header as it just clears away the back post. Oh what could have been... 28min: The early spark from Manchester United seems to have flared up. With the rain it does not fall the easiest conditions to play in but the
CSKA defense seems to have settled and stopped the home team's momentum. That said, Bastian Schweinsteiger has won a free kick after slipping through one or two gaps in midfield. 25min: The only man I feel sorry for so far is David de Gea. The Manchester United keeper has had nothing to do except put together a couple of simple passing defenders.
In fact, he has spent most of this first half with his hands on his hips getting wet by the rain. Beats pick the ball out of the next I guess... Ashley Young of Manchester United is fouled by Georgi Schennikov, who was booked, as Alan Dzagoev sees on 22min: As an attacking unit we have seen nothing from CSKA ... Nothing. In fact, they have just had their
brightest as Georgi Milanov canters down the left, but his attempted cross is well blocked off by Young who tracked the winger very well. 20:07 20min: Challenges don't get much more clumsier than that. Georgy Schennikov picks up the game's first booking because he is ridiculously late with a sliding tackle on Ashley Young. What was he thinking there?
Juan Mata's attempted volley at full stretch failed to trouble CSKA goalkeeper Igor Akinfeev 18min: Manchester United have been heavily focused on the left flank in the opening moments of this match, and they continue to find joy down it. Rojo, who was awful in CSKA, has the freedom on the left as another cut-back in the box fails to result in a chance,
before CSKA fails to clear the proper lead to Rojo drilling wide over the goal. 15min: Smart game from United. I was just writing how it turned out to be the same old predictable slow passes from the hosts in the final minutes. But then Daley Blind played a superb direct ball forward to pick out Juan Mata who at full stretch just failed to get enough power in his
volley to trouble Akinfeev. 12min: I don't think CSKA has had an attack yet. Manchester United continue to dominate with 70 per cent of the ball and although it is still 0-0, this is a much better performance from the Red Devils compared to at least their last three games. CSKA keeper Igor Akinfeev fumbles Manchester United's Jesse Lingard at his feet 9min:
Still no goals for Manchester United but one must come soon! They are over CSKA with Rooney again involved as he plays one through the ball for Jesse Lingard in the box. Akinfeev is again off his line but to hit the midfielder to the ball before Marcos Rojo blasts the rebound over. 6min: Good news for United. Rooney looks busy and dangerous in these
early stages. Igor Akinfeev runs out his goal to clear in front of the striker but he only comes to the ball, to the point that his clearance is poorly scuffed and it fortunately falls for a teammate who manages to restore composure to the CSKA defence. The Manchester United team pose before kick-off at Old Trafford 3min: And they get their wish. Marcos Rojo
takes the ball down superbly on the left before dropping Michael Carrick down the flank that crosses low for Wayne Rooney. The striker tries himself on a low drive with a difficult chance and he just shoots wide of the post. 2min: Seventy seconds. That's how long it takes before Manchester United supporters launch in their first rendition of Attack! Attack!
Attack! The home crowd are desperate to see a goal as their side starts on the front foot. Manchester United boss Louis van Gaal waves to the crowd ahead of the match at 19:47 KICK-OFF: Away we go at Old Trafford Remember to make the most of our live coverage by following all the action with Sportsmail's excellent Match Zone. It includes the latest
line-ups, formations, match stats and a handy comparison tool. In addition, where each player heat zones and detailed maps of all targets as they enter. Click on the above link for more. 19:46 Out comes the players at Old Trafford... It's a damp night at Old Trafford when the players get out. Despite the much talked about booing of the Champions League
anthem from supporters of rivals Manchester City, United fans continue to embrace the famous ol' tune. 19:39 PLAYER WATCH: Wayne Rooney (Manchester United) Wayne Rooney's lack of form has prompted many talk, including Paul Scholes who insists it is the United system that stifles the England captain. Rooney was quiet in the reverse match in
CSKA Moscow where United drew 1-1 and you can see his heat map from the game below. You can also see his match stats from the meeting on this link. It well be worth comparing them to how he performs tonight... Click here for more maps and stats with our excellent Match Zone 19:31 Players are just finishing the warm-up at Old Trafford ahead of the
kick-off Wayne Rooney at Manchester United warming up wearing gloves at Old Trafford Andreas Pereira at Manchester United warming up as Marouane Fellaini looks at 19:27 Manchester United manager Louis van Gaal still frustrated after the match at CSKA I evaluated the first match again [against CSKA] ,' Van Gaal told BT Sport. We dominated and
created chances but we didn't do one more than them. Everyone knows it's very hard to beat opposition in an away game. I wasn't annoyed by things like our performance. I was more annoyed by the punishment we gave away. In the second half we had to chase goals. 19:15 Full team performances from Old Trafford Manchester United: De Gea, Young,
Smalling, Blind, Rojo, Schweinsteiger, Carrick, Lingard, Mata, Martial, Rooney.Subs: Romero, Jones, Darmian, Pereira, Ander Herrera, Depay, Fellaini. CSKA Moscow: Akinfeev, Fernandes, Ignashevich, A. Berezutski, Schennikov, Wernbloom, Z. Tosic, Dzagoev, Milanov, Natcho, Musa.Subs: Chepchugov, Vasin, Nababkin, Golovin, Panchenko, Doumbia.
Referee: Szymon Marciniak (POL) 19:12 CSKA Moscow starts XI Akinfeev, Fernandes, Ignashevich, A. Berezutski, Schennikov, Wernbloom, Z. Tosic, Dzagoev, Milanov, Natcho, Musa. CSKA Moscow were stuck in traffic to make it to Manchester United, but they are finally at Old Trafford and there is a surprise exclusion in their side, with striker Seydou
Doumbia just good enough for a place on the bench. 19:02 PM Paul Scholes defends Wayne Rooney's lack of Man Utd goals this term I don't think anyone would score in this team, not even Sergio Aguero, Paul Scholes told BT Sport. He [Wayne Rooney] gets nothing from midfield and no service from out wide at all. Rooney looks sharp, but he can't get the
ball. 18:50 Manchester United make three changes in midfield There are three changes for Manchester United from the side who played 0-0 against Crystal Palace in the Premier League this weekend. Morgan Schneiderlin is ruled out for personal reasons so replaced in midfield by Michael Carrick. Jesse Lingard, who started in Russia for a 1-1 draw, also
comes into the side in place of Ander Herrara. Elsewhere Ashley Young comes into the side in place of Matteo Darmian. 18:46 Manchester United start XI De Gea, Young, Smalling, Blind, Rojo, Schweinsteiger, Carrick, Lingard, Mata, Martial, Rooney. 18:45 PM Louis van Gaal looks to up the match tempo against CSKA Moscow Not that it could have been



much slower, but at least the intention is there. Louis van Gaal said in his program notes: Our pace in half the match at Arena Khimki was too slow and that is something we want to improve on. Everything to produce a goal in a | Manchester United game gets my vote... Something! 18:20 This is how Group B stands for tonight's games There are some teams
that can book a last 16 place this week - this group is not one of them. But three points for Manchester United and they will sit quite to seal a knockout place in the Champions League in their next game against PSV - also at Old Trafford. Happy days. Click here for fixtures, tables and results with our excellent Match Zone 18:07 It has become so boring at
Man Utd, even the Old Trafford playlist is having a laugh... On the playlist tonight, That's Entertainment by Jam. A simple but brilliant song, but it is perhaps not a true reflection on recent Manchester United performances with the last three games ending 0-0 – even one of them had extra time. Also on the playlist, Girl from Mars by Ash. Don't hear enough
from them these days. They are still showing off some brilliant items. 18:01 Imagine what it's like to watch five and a half hours of football without a goal and there is the exact feeling every Manchester United are going through right now. Good night everyone, there hasn't been a goal in a Manchester United match since Anthony Martial equalised at CSKA
Moscow in their last Champions League match, but we go again tonight as the Red Devils host the return tie against the Russian outfit. The form says 0-0, I back a nine-goal extravaganza * * I lied, I meant 1-0 to United ... United...
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